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Coupled Analysis of the Shaft Vibration of the Simple Rotor System 
and the Rotor-Dynamic Fluid Forces in the Annular Plain Seal
Kenjiro MIYAKE, Tsuyoshi INOUE, Masaharu UCHIUMI and Atsushi IKEMOTO
Rotor dynamic（RD）fluid force generated in turbomachinery has significant influence on stability of the entire rotor
system. Therefore, in order to improve system reliability, predicting RD fluid force from the initial design stage is impor-
tant. In this study, a coupled analysis method of finite difference analysis of RD fluid force acting on an annular plain seal
and shaft vibration analysis of simple rotor system is constructed. In this analysis method, both calculations of fluid force
and shaft motion are performed at the same time considering the interaction between them. Using the constructed coupled
analysis method, the behavior and stability of the rotor system in the case of large whirl amplitude where the nonlinearity of
fluid force becomes prominent are investigated. Moreover, domain of entrainment of stable equilibrium position is focused,
and the influence of pre-swirl ratio on this domain is investigated.
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⑤ 得られた軸状態量 、 と か
ら隙間 、 、 を求め、圧力ポア
ソン方程式を解くステップの入力として用
いる。








































































Table２ Parameters in analysis
Table１ Analysis conditions
Fig.４ Grid converging about frequency response of rotor 












































Fig.５ Grid converging about onset speeds of instabilities
（OSI）of rotor system（ =12.0 μm）e
Fig.６ Frequency response of rotor system with RD fluid 
force（ =6.0 μm）e








































Fig.７ Frequency response of rotor system with RD fluid 
force（ =36.1 μm）e
Fig.８ Time history of displacement of rotor at 2,500rpm, 
just above the onset speed of instability





































Fig.10 Orbit from inside and outside of threshold of the 
domain of entrainment at 2,890rpm
Fig.11 Frequency response of radius of stable region to 
rotor initial position（ =0.0）α
Fig.12 Frequency response of radius of stable region to 
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Fig.13 Frequency response of radius of stable region to rotor 
initial position（ =－0.3）α
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